
 

   
HYDROCROM ALL-IN-ONE 

XGCF06B COLOR 

Water-Based Stained Matt Self-Sealers for Exteriors  
 

  

    
  
First the impregnator, then the sealer and finally the top-coat ... or All-in-One! Great news for exterior wood: 
today total protection is ensured with a single product, available in four standard colors or custom colors. It 
can be applied by brush or spray, for new applications or renewals, for windows, shutters, or outdoor 
furniture ...And the only thing that will take time will be choosing the color! 
  
DESCRIPTION AND MAIN FEATURES 
Hydrocrom All-in-One is the new series of water-based self-sealers for exteriors. It is designed to replace 
with one single product not only the sealer and the top-coat, but also the impregnator. Thanks to a special 
formulation that enables one product to produce the technical and functional characteristics of a complete 
coating cycle for exteriors, ensuring total protection outside. 
 
In formulating these innovative products, the watchword was maximum flexibility, starting with colors. 
The All-in-One self sealers are available in four price list colors selected from those most used on the market 
(XGCF616 Color Series, 10 sheen), accompanied by a clear version series of three sheen levels (XGCF06B 
Series Gloss, 10, 25 , 80 sheen) to be used in combination with pigmented pastes HMT3 Color Series to get 
all the desired stained colors.                           
 
In addition, the All-in-One products are applied by brush or spray, both for new applications and renewals. 
  
 PRODUCTS 
  
XGCF616 Color Series 
Water-based stained self-sealers for exteriors, Excellent ease of application, Excellent weather resistance, 
Excellent flow, Excellent adhesion, for Non resinous softwood and Finger Joint,  Resinous softwood, Dark 
color hardwood, Light color hardwood, Exotic woods. Spray or Brush application, Room temperature drying 
  
Price list colors: 
XGCF616             Larch 
XGCF646             Antique walnut 
XGCF666             Fair walnut 
XGCF676             Dark walnut 
 
This is a new product, it does not replace existing products



 
XGCF06B Sheen Series 
 
Water-based clear self sealers for exteriors, Excellent ease of application, Excellent weather resistance, 
Excellent flow, Excellent adhesion, for Non resinous softwood and Finger Joint,  Resinous softwood, Dark 
color hardwood, Light color hardwood, Exotic woods. 
Spray or Brush application, Room temperature drying 
  
Price list sheen levels: 
XGCF06B             80 sheen 
XGCF06H             25 sheen 
XGCF066             10 sheen 
  
Custom stained colors can be obtained by using XGCF06B Sheen Series in combination with HMT3 Color 
Series pigmented pastes  
  
This is a new product, it does not replace existing products 
  
HMT3 Color Series 
Pigmented pastes specific for impregnators and top-coats for exteriors  
  
  
CUSTOMERS 
This products excellent ease of application and wide choice of colors make the All-in-One self sealers ideal 
for those who make doors, windows and furniture for exteriors, wooden houses, etc.  
  
  
ADVANTAGES  
The new All-in-One self sealers offer important advantages: 

x Creating with a single product a complete coating cycle perfectly resistant to outdoor conditions, 
optimizing preparation time and storage space  

x Wide color choice: four standard colors, and custom colors (and sheen) using the clear self sealer 
version in combination with pigmented pastes  

x Excellent ease of application for optimal esthetic results and weather resistance on a wide selection 
of woods 

x Product suitable for both first applications and for renewals 
  
 
COMPARISON WITH COMPETITORS 
Compared to similar products of the competition our products are superior with respect to ease of 
application, fast drying, flow and elasticity. 
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